There is an increasing need for undergraduate students in physics to have a core set of computational tools. Most problems in physics benefit from numerical methods, and many of them resist analytical solution altogether. This textbook presents numerical techniques for solving familiar physical problems, where a complete solution is inaccessible using traditional mathematical methods.
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Preface
This book is meant to teach an advanced undergraduate physics major how to solve problems, that they can easily pose and understand, using numerical methods. It is self-contained (within reason) in its presentation of physical problems, 1 so that a reader need not be previously familiar with all of the physical topics covered. The numerical techniques that are presented are complete, without being exhaustive. I have chosen a set of tools that can be motivated easily -some of these, like RungeKutta methods for solving ordinary differential equations, are themselves the "end of the story" for certain problems. In other cases, I choose to present a simplified method that will work for at least some problems, even if it is not what is actually implemented in practice. A homogenous and appropriate level of presentation is the goal. Sometimes that allows for a complete and formal discussion, in other cases, I motivate and inform while ensuring that a successful (if not competitive) method is carefully described.
2
The chapters are defined by computational technique, with chapters covering "Partial differential equations," "Integration," "Fourier transform," "Matrix inversion," etc. Each chapter introduces a disparate set of physical problems, most of which are "unsolvable" (meaning that there is no closed-form solution expressible in terms of simple functions).
3 I have attempted to draw problems from as wide an array of physical areas as possible, so that in a single chapter, there may be examples from quantum mechanics, E&M, special relativity, etc. All of these physical setups end in a similar analytically intractable problem. That problem then becomes xiv Preface the vehicle for the introduction of a numerical method (or in some cases, a few different methods) in which I focus on the mathematical ideas behind the method, including a discussion of its motivation, its limitations and possible extensions. At the end of each chapter, I include short further reading suggestions, 4 and two types of exercise. The first, called "Problems," are pencil-and-paper exercises. These can involve guiding a student through the analysis of a numerical method presented in the chapter, or setting up analytically solvable limiting cases of problems that will be solved numerically. Then there are "Lab problems," these are physical problems (generally set up at the start of the chapter) that will be solved using the method(s) from the chapter.
The specific numerical methods I discuss in each chapter were chosen for their coverage (of a wide range of physical problems), and presentability. By the latter, I mean that any method should be transparent in its functioning (and implementation) , and easy to analyze. Certain types of Monte Carlo "simulations" are omitted, since it is harder to prove (or in some cases even indicate) that they will succeed in solving a particular problem. One can motivate and a posteriori verify that such methods work, and they have a certain physically inspired allure, but my primary goal in choosing methods is to introduce students to ideas whose advantages and limitations can be judged easily. In addition to numerical methods, I discuss "traditional" mathematical methods relevant to the physical sciences. I have chosen specific mathematical methods to present (like separation of variables, shock solutions to time-dependent PDEs, or time-independent perturbation theory) based on the availability of a comparative discussion with numerical methods, and to set up limiting cases so that we can check the functioning of numerical methods on concrete test problems where the answer is known. I hope, then, that the book is more than "just" a numerical methods book, but one that can be used to learn some physics, learn methods for solving physical problems, and build confidence that those methods are working (in the appropriate regime).
Structure and teaching
Structurally, there are three sections to the book:
1. ODEs, PDEs, and integration. These are the topics covered in the first seven chapters. The idea is to get a bulk of the problem-solving tools out quickly, and most physical problems benefit from an ability to solve ODEs in initial Preface xv value (Chapter 2) and boundary value form (Chapter 3). There are two chapters on finite difference for PDEs: Chapter 4 covers static, linear operators (mainly the Poisson problem), and in Chapter 5, we see time-dependent PDEs (both linear, like Schrödinger's equation, and nonlinear forms). Chapter 6 develops integration methods from interpolating polynomials, and connects the statistical Monte Carlo integration method to simple box sums. Finally, I count the chapter on the FFT as an integration topic. 2. Numerical linear algebra. Chapters 9-12 discuss numerical techniques for matrix inversion, least squares solution, and the eigenvalue problem. Some of the material in these chapters is required by topics in the first section (for example, solving Poisson's problem in discretized form involves matrix inversion) where we used canned routines. Now we come back and pick up these topics, their motivation coming in part from previous discussions. Chapters 9 and 10 focus on "direct" solution of the matrix inverse and eigenvalue problem, while Chapter 11 introduces iterative techniques (Jacobi, SOR, and Krylov subspace methods). 5 Chapter 12 is not, strictly speaking, a part of linear algebrabut minimization is usefully applied in the nonlinear least squares problem, so must come after the linear form of that problem. 3. Additional topics. The first two sections provide methods that cover many physical problems. The remaining chapters give interesting additional topics, but are slightly different in their coverage from the rest of the book. Chapter 13: "Chaos," for example, has no numerical methods attached to it. The neural network chapter (14) presents these models in terms of their predictive ability for physical phenomena, with emphasis on the promise provided by the Cybenko theorem rather than the physiological inspiration normally encountered. Chapter 15 returns to PDEs and describes the Galerkin approach with some additional nonlinear PDE targets.
Two of the chapters do not fall neatly into these categories -the first chapter provides a review of the minimal programming tools that we need to use to implement the methods presented in the other chapters -it also provides some orienting Mathematica examples of these tools in action. The eighth chapter acts as a pivot between the first and second sections, and is meant to set up our interest in the eigenvalue problem. The grouping above is informed by the course that inspired this book, and for which it was written -in it, the students present a final project of their own design, xvi Preface and they begin working on this at about the middle of the semester. That is when we have covered the bulk of item one above, so they have seen a number of different kinds of problems and understand numerical methods for solving them. The section on numerical linear algebra is interesting and informative, but students who need to, for example, invert matrices for their final projects can use a built-in routine (few students have made the process of matrix inversion the central idea of their projects) until the relevant material is covered (and even after, in most cases). The additional topics section has then come at a time when students can take advantage of the information in them without relying on it for their project (coupled, driven oscillators can be solved and studied numerically before the nonlinear analysis tools that are typically used to describe them are introduced).
While I use a subset of the programming language of Mathematica both in the book, and in the course, I have found that students can re-render the content in other languages relatively easily, and have had students work out the lab problems using python, Java, C, Sage, and matlab. For those students with less of a programming background, I provide, for each chapter, a Mathematica "notebook" that contains all the commands used to generate the figures and example solutions for the chapter. Then much of the programming can be done by re-working examples from the chapter notebook. My intention is for students who are not as interested in programming to have a way of learning the methods, without worrying about their implementation as much. The computational methods are based on implementation-independent mathematical ideas, and those are the core targets. For students who enjoy the implementation side (I always did, although I was never particularly good at it): optimizing and ordering commands efficiently, don't look at the chapter notebooks, work out your own routines from scratch.
This course is one of my favorites to teach -there are limitless physical problems to set up, so it's a great place for me to learn about new physics. Then the extent to which it is difficult to solve most problems (even simple ones) analytically is always surprising. And, finally, the numerical solutions that allow progress are often simple and fast. I usually cover each chapter in a week with three lectures: on Monday, we just set up physical problems, ones that come from different physics, but all end in a common, fundamental "problem." On Wednesday, we develop a method that solves that problem, and then, during "Friday potpourri," we return to some of the problems from Monday and solve them, and discuss limitations or extensions of the method. The chapter structure mimics these lectures, with physical problems presented first, then methods, then additional items, sometimes additional physics, other times, more in-depth discussion of the method or its variants.
What is notably missing from the weekly lectures is any sort of implementation discussion -in addition to the three lectures, I also run three-hour "labs" every week. Students come to these to work on the lab problems (I assign three or four www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-03430-3 -Computational Methods for Physics Joel Franklin Frontmatter More information Preface xvii of these each week), and this is where implementation can be carefully discussed, with the relevant programming ideas built up on an individual basis, or through group discussion. Having a concrete problem to work on (the lab problems) gives natural focus to the programming. This separation between physics, the idea behind the method, and its implementation, is intentional. The goal is to help identify points of confusion as arising from the statement of a physical problem, the proper functioning of a numerical method, or its implementation. Keeping those three separate makes clearing up the confusion easier.
Website and materials
The book has a website, and on it, students can find all of the chapter notebooks (the Mathematica code that generated all the examples and figures in the book), a few sample "lab notebooks," and some project ideas that students have come up with over the years. Some of the lab problems require mocked up data or other information, and those are also available on the website.
